**Mailbag**

**$7,000 Mistake?**

**Editor:**

We are shocked and horrified by the action taken by SAC on Sunday night. It was most disturbing to find that this incident has taken place. Without question, the motivation behind the decision to hire a new bookstore for the University of California was the desire to provide better service to students. However, the consequences of this action are not acceptable. The decision to remove the bookstore was made on the basis of an entirely new set of criteria, which fail to take into account the needs and preferences of the students. The decision was made with no regard for the impact it would have on the campus community, and it has already caused a great deal of disruption and inconvenience. It is imperative that the university ensure that the students are fully involved in the decision-making process, and that they have a say in the future direction of the campus bookstore.

**Apology For Omission**

**Gary O. McGee**

The writer of this letter expresses his apologies for the omission of Miss Wilber's name in the roll call of the Mathematics Court. The writer was not aware of the error, and it was a mistake on his part. He hopes that this apology will be accepted as a sincere expression of regret for the oversight.

**Free Math Club**

**William T. Ritter**

The writer is aware of the many questions that still need to be answered in relation to the Free Math Club. Let your feelings be known to the proper authorities. The writer will be happy to assist in any way possible.

**$7,000 Mistake?**

**Editor:**

The writer of this letter is concerned about the recent decision to hire a new bookstore for the University of California. The writer believes that this decision was made without proper consideration of the impact it would have on the campus community. The writer encourages the university to involve the students in the decision-making process and to ensure that their opinions are taken into account.

**Applied Science Council**

**Mulrom Kemp, President**

The point that I made was that the point of view of the student body should be taken into consideration in the decision-making process. The writer of this letter is in agreement with the writer of the previous letter in this regard.

**Poly Personal Rudi**

**Editor:**

The writer of this letter is interested in starting a new program that would allow students to earn money while attending classes. Such a program would be beneficial to both the students and the university. The writer encourages the university to consider implementing such a program as a way to improve the educational experience for all students.

**Student Affairs Council must be acknowledged by the Council.**

The writer of this letter is concerned about the lack of recognition given to the Student Affairs Council. The writer believes that this council is an important body that plays a significant role in the decision-making process. The writer encourages the university to show appreciation for the work of this council.

**Mailbag**

**Alvarez**

The writer of this letter is interested in starting a new program that would allow students to earn money while attending classes. Such a program would be beneficial to both the students and the university. The writer encourages the university to consider implementing such a program as a way to improve the educational experience for all students.

---

**Eisenhower Center**

**Representative's Job**

The writer of this letter is concerned about the lack of representation in the decision-making process. The writer believes that this council is an important body that plays a significant role in the decision-making process. The writer encourages the university to show appreciation for the work of this council.

**Representative's Job**

The writer of this letter is interested in starting a new program that would allow students to earn money while attending classes. Such a program would be beneficial to both the students and the university. The writer encourages the university to consider implementing such a program as a way to improve the educational experience for all students.

**Cal Poly To Represent Mal at Model U.N.**

The delegation from Cal Poly was chosen to represent the United States at the 2023 Model United Nations Conference. The writer encourages the university to support this important endeavor and to ensure that the students involved have the resources they need to succeed.

---

**Campus Capers**

**Thanks For Publicity**

**Richard Brusca, a Cal Poly Biology major**

The writer of this letter is interested in starting a new program that would allow students to earn money while attending classes. Such a program would be beneficial to both the students and the university. The writer encourages the university to consider implementing such a program as a way to improve the educational experience for all students.

**Computer Service**

**Richard Brusca, a Cal Poly Biology major**

The writer of this letter is interested in starting a new program that would allow students to earn money while attending classes. Such a program would be beneficial to both the students and the university. The writer encourages the university to consider implementing such a program as a way to improve the educational experience for all students.

**Thanks For Publicity**

**Richard Brusca, a Cal Poly Biology major**

The writer of this letter is interested in starting a new program that would allow students to earn money while attending classes. Such a program would be beneficial to both the students and the university. The writer encourages the university to consider implementing such a program as a way to improve the educational experience for all students.

**Cal Poly To Represent Mal at Model U.N.**

The delegation from Cal Poly was chosen to represent the United States at the 2023 Model United Nations Conference. The writer encourages the university to support this important endeavor and to ensure that the students involved have the resources they need to succeed.

**Thanks for Publicity**

**Richard Brusca, a Cal Poly Biology major**

The writer of this letter is interested in starting a new program that would allow students to earn money while attending classes. Such a program would be beneficial to both the students and the university. The writer encourages the university to consider implementing such a program as a way to improve the educational experience for all students.

---

**California Institute of Technology**

**Cal Poly To Represent Mal at Model U.N.**

The delegation from Cal Poly was chosen to represent the United States at the 2023 Model United Nations Conference. The writer encourages the university to support this important endeavor and to ensure that the students involved have the resources they need to succeed.

---

**Birdie Watchers**

**Munisingwear**

The golf pro is Don Frost. The junior golfers are quite lovable. They both make fun of Munisingwear's club style. The junior group loves golf and is a great addition to the golf community.

---

**FOR THE JAMES BOND FAN**

The writer of this letter is interested in starting a new program that would allow students to earn money while attending classes. Such a program would be beneficial to both the students and the university. The writer encourages the university to consider implementing such a program as a way to improve the educational experience for all students.

---

**The New Look in Diamonds**

**New Modern Stylized Wedding Sets**

The writer of this letter is interested in starting a new program that would allow students to earn money while attending classes. Such a program would be beneficial to both the students and the university. The writer encourages the university to consider implementing such a program as a way to improve the educational experience for all students.

---

**KIMBALL TIRE COMPANY**

**The Wild Mustangs won the 2023 Model United Nations Conference**

The writer of this letter is interested in starting a new program that would allow students to earn money while attending classes. Such a program would be beneficial to both the students and the university. The writer encourages the university to consider implementing such a program as a way to improve the educational experience for all students.

---

**Ladies of the Lake**

**Michael Udo-Aka Dies In Hospital**

The writer of this letter is interested in starting a new program that would allow students to earn money while attending classes. Such a program would be beneficial to both the students and the university. The writer encourages the university to consider implementing such a program as a way to improve the educational experience for all students.

---

**FOR THE JAMES BOND FAN**

The writer of this letter is interested in starting a new program that would allow students to earn money while attending classes. Such a program would be beneficial to both the students and the university. The writer encourages the university to consider implementing such a program as a way to improve the educational experience for all students.
Friend Of Poly To Retire
After 34 Years Of Service

BY Dunn Kimmich

When he retires, Paul Muffler, manager of Cal Poly's Muffler and Pipe Shop, will be the oldest employee of the university. He has worked there since 1931.

Muffler was born in Montana in 1921 and moved to California in 1930. He graduated from the University of California at Los Angeles in 1941 with a degree in engineering.

After graduation, Muffler worked for five years as a civil engineer before joining the Army. During World War II, he served as an engineer in the Pacific Theater.

After the war, Muffler returned to Los Angeles and worked as an engineer on various projects, including the construction of the Los Angeles Convention Center. He eventually moved to San Luis Obispo in 1955 to work at Cal Poly.

In addition to his work at the university, Muffler has been active in the community. He is a member of the San Luis Obispo chapter of the American Legion and has served as its adjutant for many years.

Muffler and his wife, Betty, have two children and five grandchildren. They plan to continue living in San Luis Obispo after his retirement.

Peace Corps Corpsman Tells Of Ethiopian Adventure

By Dave Kosenberg

As a Peace Corps corpsman, George Couper spent two years in Ethiopia, where he worked with the government to improve its educational system.

Couper, a former history teacher at Cal Poly, said that his experience in Ethiopia was both challenging and rewarding.

"It was a great opportunity to work with a different culture and to see how different their way of life is," Couper said.

During his time in Ethiopia, Couper worked with the government to improve its educational system. He helped to develop a new curriculum for the schools and worked with teachers to improve their teaching methods.

Couper said that the most rewarding part of his work in Ethiopia was the opportunity to work with the people and to see the difference his work made.

"It was a real eye-opening experience," Couper said. "I was able to see firsthand how different their way of life is and how much they are in need of help."
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